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a) Remove the yellow tab from battery
and let stand for one (1) minute to activate. 
Next, verify the Hearing Aid is turned OFF  
by turning the Volume Dial away from the  
Arm until you feel a click or until Volume  
Dial no longer turns.

b) Pull the Nail Grip downward to open
the Battery Compartment. With the red 
+ side of Battery Compartment facing
up, insert the Battery.

c) Push the Battery Compartment closed.

Please note: If Battery Compartment 
does not close easily, battery is  
inserted upside down.

Four Easy Steps for using Your 
MDHearingAid FIT
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Step 2: Using Optional ComplyTM Premium Foam Tips
 
Some FIT users find using a Tip provides  
improved comfort and performance. The Tip  
comes attached so you can give it a try. 

a) Push the Tip until you feel the end of the
Receiver through the opening of the Tip.  

b) Gently pinch the Tip between your index
finger and thumb to compress the foam. 

c) Place compressed Tip in ear canal
entrance (NOT inside of ear canal),  
with the volume dial facing outward, 
and proceed to Step 3b.
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a) If not using a Tip, place Receiver
in the entrance to your ear canal 
NOT inside your ear canal. 

b) Tuck Arm into the
upper bowl (concha) 
of your ear.

Step 3: Place MDHearingAid FIT Into Your Ear
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 IMPORTANT: When the Hearing Aid is turned 
ON, it will take a few seconds to begin  
amplifying sound. Please raise the volume  
SLOWLY to avoid a sudden blast of sound.

Step 4: Turn the MDHearingAid FIT On
The MDHearingAid FIT uses a Volume Dial  
with a built in on/off switch (like a radio).

a) To turn hearing aid ON, rotate Volume
Dial towards the Arm, past the click.

b) To turn hearing aid OFF, rotate Volume
Dial away from the Arm, past the click or 
until Volume Dial no longer turns.

Alternative On/Off Control: Once the desired 
volume is reached, you may open and close  
the Battery Compartment door to turn aid ON 
and OFF.
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